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Lazer Volante Time Trial helmet to debut during
the Tour de France, while Team Jumbo-Visma &
Lazer extend their partnership.
A big battle to win the 107th Tour de France is expected during the race’s last week. The final

Time Trial to La Planche des Belles Filles on the 19th of September will be the last opportunity to

create a big difference in the general classification. With Primož Roglič currently sitting 1st

overall, the new Lazer Volante Time Trial helmet might be just what he needs to make the final

difference.

“As a team we are extremely happy to have been able to improve our riders’ speed, comfort

and overall performance with the development of the new Lazer Volante Time Trial helmet.”

Mathieu Heijboer - Performance Manager, Team Jumbo-Visma. “We’ve been working on this

project with Lazer for over two years and have spent long hours in the wind tunnel and in the

field in order to create gains in aerodynamics and comfort. Collaborating with us, Lazer has

developed the perfect combination of performance, comfort and protection.”
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Team Jumbo-Visma & Lazer extend their partnership for 2 more years!

Lazer began its collaboration with Team Jumbo-Visma in 2017, and both have been growing fast

since then. While Team Jumbo-Visma grew to become one of the world’s top cycling teams,

Lazer expanded its range of high-end products & technologies. The co-development of 3 state-of-

the-art helmets (Bullet 2.0, Genesis and Volante) proves the strength of this close partnership

which is driven by expertise & performance.

Mike Smink, Commercial Director, Lazer: “With this extension for two more years, Lazer will

take this close partnership with the team to a new level. Our partnership has led to a lot of

successes so far and we are looking forward to achieving more great results & developing

more high-performing products and technologies with the team.”

Reminder: product details of the brand new Volante.

Sizes available:

-          S: 52-56cm head size

-          M/L: 55-59.5cm head size

Weight

-          340g + 135g lens (size S)

-          380g + 135g lens (size M/L)

Certifications: CE/CPSC/AS

Colours: Black, White.

Recommended Retail Price: 364,95€/364,95$

Store availability date: November 2020.

Accessories: sold with a mirror lens, clear version available as accessory (29,95€/29,95$).

All product details: https://www.lazersport.com/en/adult-helmets/volante

NOTES TO EDITORS

1. Embargo: MONDAY 14TH SEPTEMBER 2020 3PM CEST

 

2. Volante Images (product, technologies, racing & lifestyle

imagery): https://lazersport.photoshelter.com/gallery-collection/Volante-

launch/C0000nFxYFPS3fQY

3. Further Lazer press releases: See the media centre here: https://media.shimano-

eu.com/en-CEU/tags/lazer/
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4. About Lazer: Lazer’s products are the result of 100 years of expertise, passion and

dedication. Lazer is always trying to create the perfect mix between design, comfort, safety and

technology. This attitude has shaped Lazer into one of the most innovative helmet companies in

the world.

Lazer designs bicycle helmets on its home soil in Belgium and markets these products globally,

in almost every country, on every continent. Over the years, Lazer teamed up with some of the

greatest champions the world has ever seen to create some of the most progressive products ever

used! Today we continue the tradition of working with top athletes to create world-class

products. Lazer stands for the passion of performance and the joy of riding.
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